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ENDOMORPHISM RINGS OF

REDUCED TORSION-FREE MODULES

OVER COMPLETE DISCRETE VALUATION RINGS
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ABSTRACT.  The purpose of this paper is to find necessary and sufficient

conditions that an abstract ring be isomorphic to the ring of all endomorphisms

of a reduced torsion-free module over a (possibly noncommutative) complete dis-

crete valuation ring.

Introduction.   Let  R  be a complete discrete valuation ring and  H a reduced

torsion-free R-module.   The structure of the P-endomorphism ring  ERiH) of H is

to a large extent determined by the ideal E AH) of all those P-endomorphisms of

H which map  H onto a submodule of finite rank.   If  R  is a (possibly noncommu-

tative) division ring, then it is well known that FT//) is the right socle (sum of all mini-

mal right ideals) as well as the left socle of E AH).   However, if R is not a division ring,

then  E„(H), just like   R, does not possess minimal ideals at all.   In this general

case it turns out that  E AH) is both the sum of all minimal nonradical right ideals

and the sum of all minimal nonradical left ideals of  ERiH).   By a minimal non-

radical right (left) ideal of a ring  E  we mean a right (left) ideal  / which is not

contained in the Jacobson radical  /(E) of  E and has the property that every right

(left) ideal of  E which is properly contained in  / belongs to   /(F).

In §2 we briefly comment on the Jacobson radical of  E R(H).   In §3 we in-

vestigate  EAH) and characterize the subrings of  ERiH) which contain  EAH).

In §4 we show that a subring  S of  F„(H) which contains   EAH) is complete in

its finite topology if and only if S = ERiH).   This topology on  E R(H) is defined

by taking the annihilators of the finite subsets of  H as neighborhoods of zero.

Finally, §5 is devoted to a characterization of  E R(H) for reduced torsion-

free P-modules   H which are complete in their p-adic topology.   The endomorphism

rings of these modules are complete in their /-finite topology which is obtained

by taking as neighborhoods of zero the right ideals in  E „(H) which map finite

subsets of H into p'H.   We note that our characterization of FRiH) fot complete
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AA in [4] did not involve these two topologies.   However, the methods developed

there are not applicable to the case where   AA is not complete.   Our methods here

are somewhat analogous to those used in [3] where we characterized the endo-

morphism rings of abelian p-groups without elements of infinite height.

1.   Definitions and preliminaries.  An ideal of  E is called (non)radical if it

is (not) contained in  J(E).   We define the /-adic topology of  E by taking the

powers of  ](E) as a neighborhood basis at zero.

Definition.  A ring  R  is a complete discrete valuation ring if it satisfies the

following four conditions:

(1) R/](R) is a division ring.

(2) ](R) = pR = Rp, where  p is either zero or a nonnilpotent element of  R.

(3) R  is Hausdorff and complete in its /-adic topology.

Then  R possesses an identity element which is obtained by lifting the iden-

tity element from  R/](R).

Some of the elementary properties of  R  have been listed in [4].   If  p = 0  in

the definition above, then  R  is a division ring and the R-modules are just the

vector spaces.   Since their endomorphism rings have already been characterized

by Wolfson [7], we shall henceforth assume that p / 0.

Throughout this paper  R will always be a complete discrete valuation ring

with prime   p as defined above.   The term Ac-module should be interpreted as

meaning  a  unitary  left   A?-module.   Let   AA be an A?-module.   Then  AA is called

reduced if it has no nonzero divisible submodules.   If an element  y  in   AA  is

divisible by  p"  but not by  pn     , then we say that y has height  n and write

h(y) = n; it has infinite height if it is divisible by  p" fot every  n.   A submodule

B  of  AA  is pure if pnB = B   O   p"H.   In a torsion-free A?-module, the elements of

infinite height form a divisible submodule.   Consequently, if  AA is reduced and

torsion-free, then it is without elements of infinite height:   fl^^^H = 0.   We

introduce the p-adic topology on such a module by using the submodules   p"H as

neighborhoods of 0.   If  H is complete in its p-adic topology, we shall simply

call it complete.   We define the rank of  AA to be the cardinal number of any of

its maximal linearly independent subsets.   If S is a submodule of  AA, then the

corank of  S  is the rank of  HA.   If   T  is a subset of  H, then  \T\ denotes the

submodule generated by   T.

The reader must keep in mind that we do not require commutativity of  R

throughout this paper.   We are interested here in reduced torsion-free Ac-modules,

and we assert that their theory is identical with the theory of the corresponding

modules over commutative valuation rings as presented in Kaplansky [2].   We do

not repeat proofs of the following well-known simple facts about these modules

which we shall use frequently.
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(1.1) Every reduced nonzero torsion-free P-module H has a nonzero cyclic

direct summand. In fact, every element x of H which is not in pH generates a

direct summand [2, Corollary 1, p. 53].

(1.2) A reduced torsion-free P-module of countable rank is free [2, Theorem

20, p. 48].

(1.3) Let  M be any P-module.   Then any pure submodule of finite rank is a

direct summand of M [2, Exercise 57, p. 54].

(1.4) P is the only reduced torsion-free indecomposable R-module [2, Cor-

ollary 2, p. 53].

(1.5) Every finite subset, and hence every submodule of finite rank, of a

reduced torsion-free R-module   H  can be embedded into a direct summand of H of

finite rank.

Next, let  F  be an arbitrary ring.   If  T is any subset of  E, then ¿Lp(T) is

the set of all a in  E such that oT = 0.   The right annihilator %E(T) is defined

similarly.

The elements of  E AH) shall operate on the elements of H on the right.   Now

let  E denote any subring of  ER(H).   If S  is any subset of  H, then  PF(S) is the

totality of elements  ( in £  such that S£ = 0, and AE(S)  is the totality of  a in

F  for which  Ha C S.   If S is actually a submodule, then  PE(S) is a right ideal

and Ag(S) a left ideal of E.   If   Q is any subset of E, then  K(Q) is the totality

of  x in  H for which  xQ = 0, and   HQ  is the set of elements   hß for  h  £ H and

ß £ Q.   Whenever  E = ER(H), we shall write the operators   P, A, ÍK, X. without

subscript.

We state the following useful generalization of results which are proven in

[7].   The proofs go over unchanged to the present case.

(1.6) Lemma.   Let  H  be any R-module and E  any subring of E„(H).    Then

(1) A£[K(T)] = £E(T) for every subset  T of   E.

(2) PE(HT) = %E(T) for every subset  T of E.

(3) PE(S) = KE[AE(S)] for every submodule  S  of H satisfying  /7A£(S) = S.

(4) AEiS) = £E[PE(S)]  for every submodule S  of H satisfying  K[PEiS)] = S.

2.   The Jacobson radical.  Let  H  be a reduced torsion-free R-module.   The

problem of characterizing the Jacobson radical of E„(H) turns out to be extremely

difficult.   The following lemma contains all we are able to say about it for

arbitrary  H.

(2.1) Lemma. Let E be a subring of ER(H) which contains EQ(H). Then

/(F) Ç AE(pH).

Proof.  Suppose that  /(E)   (t  AEipH).   Then there exist  x £ H and  a £ /(E)

such that xa i pH.   By (1.1), there is a  (, £ EQ(/i) such that  (xa)(= x.   But

a£, £ /(F).   Hence  a¿, is quasi-regular.   Therefore, we can find ß £ E with
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a£+ ß-aCß = Q.   Then

x = xaC, = x(a0 -18> = xaCß - kß = xß - xß = 0,

which is a contradiction.

(2.2) Corollary. fX=l/(E)" = °-

The following two examples show that for some modules   AA the inclusion

relation in (2.1) is equality, for others it is a proper inclusion.

(2.3) Theorem.   Let  H be a reduced complete torsion-free R-module.    Then

there exists a non-zero-divisor 77  in E„(H) such that  ][E „(H)] = A(pH) =  77E„(H)

= E R(H)n.    Moreover, E R(H)  is H aus dor ff and complete in its J-adic topology [4,

Theorem 5.6].

(2.4) Proposition.  If H  is free of infinite rank, then J[ER(H)]  is properly

contained in A(pH).

Proof.  Let  H = G© Zr=i<^¿!> wnere the latter sum is direct.   Let a e E  (AA)

be defined by  Ga = 0  and   b.a = pb,+    for all  Ze.   Clearly  a £ A(pH).   Assume,

by way of contradiction, that  a £ J[ER(H)].   Then  1 - a is a unit of  ER(H), that

is to say, an Ac-automorphism of  H.   Therefore, there exists  x £ H such that

x(l - a) = b  .   Let  x = g + £ t = ir¿^i,> where   g £ G and   rfe £ R.   Then

72 72

bx « g(l- a)-+ £ rAifc(i - a)u g + J (rfc¿fc - v^ + 1)
Ze = l *=1

= g + ^¿j + Z (rfe-rfe-l^
fe = 2

- r pb     .72r     72 + 1

implies that  g = 0, r p = 0 and  r, - r,      p = 0   for  k = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n.   Since   p  is not

a zero-divisor in  Ac  [4,  Property 2.4], we conclude that  r, = 0 for  Zè = 1, • • • , n.

Consequently,   b   = 0, which is a contradiction.

The fact that without the completeness hypotheses we can say virtually

nothing about  /[E   (AA)] is entirely analogous to the situation for the endomorphism

rings of p-groups without elements of infinite height (see [5])-   In the next section

we will, however, determine   /[E0(AA)].

3.   The finite endomorphisms.  Throughout this paper, H denotes an arbitrary

reduced torsion-free R-module.   An At-endomorphism a of  AA  is called finite if the

submodule  AAa of H has finite rank.   It is immediate that  EQ(H), the set of all

finite Ac-endomorphisms of AA, is a two-sided ideal of  E R(H).   The following lemma

shows that there are plenty of elements in  EQ(H).
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(3.1) Lemma.   // x, y are arbitrary elements of H, then there exists a finite

R-endomorphism of H  mapping x  onto y  if and only if hix) < My).

Proof.  Exercise 72 of [2].

Our main objective in this section is to characterize  E AH)  in purely ring-

theoretical terms.   The key lemma for this characterization is the following one.

(3.2) Lemma.    Let a be a finite R-endomorphism of H.   Then Kia)  is a

direct summand of H.   Moreover, there exists a direct decomposition  H = F © K

of H such that  F  has finite rank.   Ha C F and  K C Kia).

Proof.  Since  Ha has finite rank, it is free, by (1.2).   Any epimorphism H —»

M, where  Al  is free, is direct.   Therefore, the kernel  K(a) of a is a direct sum-

mand of H.   Hence, we can write  H = G ® Kia) with  G of finite rank.   Then G +

Ha = G + Ga has finite rank.   Denote by S the intersection of G + Ha and  K(a).

By (1.5) there exist submodules   N and  K of  K(a) such that   K(a) = N © K and

N has finite rank and S C N.   Then H is the direct sum of  F = G + N and  K with

F of finite rank, HaC F and  K C K(a).

An indempotent  e of a ring  E  is called minimal if  e / f + g, where  / and  g

are idempotents in  E with  fg - 0 = gf.   Using (1.4), we obtain

(3.3) Lemma.   Let E  be a subring of ERiH) which contains  EAH).    The

following properties of o £ E are equivalent:

(1) o is a minimal idempotent of E,

(2) Ha is an indecomposable direct summand of H,

(3) Ha is a direct summand of rank I.

The following result is an immediate consequence of (1.2), (3.2) and (3.3).

(3-4)   Corollary.   Let E  be a subring of ER(H) which contains  EAH).    Then

EAH) = Y       ,u,ttE = Y      .,vsEit, where <!>(E)  is the set of all minimal idempo-
0V ¿JTre$(E) L-ineQ(E) ' r

tents of E.

We need two further lemmas before we can characterize  E^iH).   We call a

right (left) ideal  / of a ring  E  minimal nonradical if  / is not contained in /(E)

and if every right (left) ideal   Y of  E, which is properly contained in  /, is con-

tained in  /(E).

(3.5)   Lemma.   Let E  be a ring and e a minimal idempotent of E.   Then the

following are equivalent:

(1) eE  is a minimal nonradical right ideal of E,

(2) eEe/J(eEe)  is a division ring,

(3) Ee   is a minimal nonradical left ideal of E  [4, Lemma 9.1].
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(3.6) Lemma. Let E be a subring of E(H) which contains EAH). Then

the following three properties of a left [right] ideal X  of E  are equivalent:

(1) There exists a direct summand F of rank [corank] one in H such that

X = AE(F) [X = PE(F)].

(2) X  is a principal left [right] ideal generated by a minimal idempotent.

(3) X  is a minimal nonradical left [right] ideal.

Proof.  The   equivalence   of (1) and (2) follows from (3-3).

Assume that (2) is true, that is to say, X = Ea [X = oE] with o a minimal

idempotent. Then, applying (3.3), oEo = oER(H)a = Er(AAct) ̂  R. But R//(fi)

is a division ring.   Hence the validity of (3) is a consequence of (3.5).

Next, let  X be a minimal nonradical right ideal of  E.   Then  X   = X, because

otherwise  X2 C J(E) would imply  X C ](E).   Now  X Ç A£(pH) would imply  X =

XnQ\E{pnH) for every  «>1, hence   X Ç f|~ = 1 A£ (p"H) = Agífl"«^" «) =

Ag(0) = 0, which is impossible.   Therefore, X j£  AE(pH).   So we can find  x £ H

and  a £ X such that xa / pH.   Hence  x / pH, since  pAA  is fully invariant.   By

(1.1) we can write AA = [xa! © G.   Let (e£ be defined by  (xa) £ = x and  G/f, = 0.

Then Hal, = \x\.   Hence, by (3.2), H = \y\ © K(aQ fot some y e AA.   Now, by

(2.1), a( i ](E), since xaÇ = x / pH.   Also a£ £ PE[K(a¿)] n X.   Therefore, the

minimality of X  implies  X C P E[K(a£)].   But since the implication (1) —» (3) has

already been established,  PE[K(aQ] is minimal nonradical.   Hence, X =

PE[K(a£)].

Finally, let   L  be a minimal nonradical left ideal.  Then, by the same argu-

ment as before in the right ideal case, there must exist y £ H and À e L with

yX i. pH.   Hence y £ pH, and by (1.1) we can write  AA = jy! © M.   Define a £ E

by ya = y and Ma = 0.   Then, in view of (2.1), yak = yX / pH shows that ak /

](E).   But  ok £ L n AE(\yX\).   Therefore, the minimality of  L  implies   L =

AgUy/Vi).   But  iyAi is a direct summand of  AA, by (1.1), and we have already

shown that  AE(\yX\) is a minimal nonradical left ideal.   Hence, L = AE(\yX\).

Thus, (1) is a consequence of (3), and the lemma is proved.

By combining (3-4) and (3.6) we arrive at the following ideal-theoretic char-

acterization of  EQ(AA).

(3.7) Theorem.   Let E  be a subring of ER(H) which contains EQ(H).   Then

EAH)  is both the sum of all minimal nonradical right ideals and the sum of all

minimal nonradical left ideals of E.

The fact that EQ(H) is a two-sided ideal of ER(H) has the following con-

sequence.

(3.8) Proposition.   Let E  be a subring of ER(H) which contains  EQ(H).

Then every right (left) ideal in the ring  EQ(H)  is a right (left) ideal in the ring E.
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Proof.  Let X be a right (left) ideal of EQ(H) and let Ç, £ E.   We have to

show that  X(CX (ÇX Ç X).   Let a e X.   Then it follows from (3.2) that there

exists an idempotent  a in EAH) with aa = a ia£a = ¿,a).   But aÇ £ EAH)

[(¡a £ E0(H)].   Therefore, at, £ X  (Ça £ X).   Hence, X is also a right (left) ideal

in the ring  E.

In preparation for our characterization of the rings   ER(H), we establish a few

more properties of the finite R-endomorphisms of  H.   First, we determine the

Jacobson radical of E AH).

(3.9)   Theorem.   Let E  be a subring of E„(H) which contains  EAH).    Then

j[E0iH)]" = /(E)" n EQiH) = Aip"H) nEQiH)

for every positive integer n.   Moreover, considered as a ring, E AH)  is simple

inot a zero-ring) modulo its Jacobson radical.

Proof.  J[E0(H)] = /(£) n E0(H), since  EQ(H) is a two-sided ideal of E.

Hence,  ][EQ(H)]n Ç J(E)n O EQ(H).   And it follows from (2.1) that /(E)" n EQ(H)

Ç Aip"H) O E0(H).
Next let £ £ Aip"H) O EQ(H).   Then (3.2) implies the existence of a decom-

position H = F © K of H with  K Ç K(¿),  HÇCF and F of finite rank.   Let 72

be the projection of  H onto  F  along   K.   Then 72 e EAH) and £ e 7TE77 = rrEAH)tt.

But nEQiH)n is essentially  ERiF).   Hence, Ç £ AE(F)(p"F).   Since  F is free of

finite rank, it is complete in its p-adic topology.   Therefore, by (2.3), we have

AE(F)(pF) = J[ER(F)], which implies \E(F)(p"F) = J[ER(F)]n.   Since  77 is an

idempotent in  EAH), we obtain

J[ER(F)]" = [jÍ77E0ÍH)n)]n = [rrE0ÍH)nnJÍE0ÍH))y C j[EQÍH)]".

Hence, C e J[EQiH)]n, which shows that A(pnH) O EQ(H) C /[E^tf)]".   This

establishes the desired equality of the three ideals.

Finally, to prove the statement about  EAH)/J[EAH)], note that  pH is a

fully invariant submodule of  H.   Therefore, every  a £ EQ(H) induces a finite

R/pR-endomorphism a* in H/pH.   It is easy to verify that the map a—»a* con-

stitutes an epimorphism from  E.(H) onto  EAH/pH) with kernel A(pH) C\ EQ(H) =

J[EAH)] (see [5, Lemma 7.4]). The well-known fact that  EQiH/pH) is a simple

ring [l, Structure Theorem, p. 75]  completes the proof.

If  H is complete, then  E AH) is contained in every nonradical two-sided

ideal of FR(W) [4, Theorem 7.5].   This is no longer true for arbitrary H.   For if

we take H to be free of infinite rank, then (2.4) tells us that AipH) is a non-

radical ideal; but clearly FQ(/7)  ¿   A(pH).

However, we can establish
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(3.10)   Proposition.   Let E be a subring of E„(H) which contains  EQ(H).

Let  Z be a two-sided ideal of E.    If Z O E  (AA)  is nonradical then  E AH) C Z.

Proof.   From (3.9) we derive that Z C\ EQ(H) + ][EQ(H)] = EQ(H).   Suppose

that a2 = o £ EQ(H).   Then  a = z + j with z £ Z. and / £ ][EQ(H)].   Also a =

OZO+ aja.   But aja £ J(E) n oEo = j(aEo).   Therefore, a- aja is a unit in ctEct.

Consequently,

a = (a - aja) (a - aja)~ 1 = aza(a - aja)~ x e Z.

Accordingly, Z  contains all idempotents of  E AH).   If now  a is any element of

E q(H), then (3.2) ensures that there exists an idempotent r e E Q(H) with a= to,.

Therefore, a e Z, since  Z  is an ideal containing  r.   Hence   E AH) C Z, and the

proof is complete.

(3-11)   Proposition.   Let  E be a subring of E „(H) which contains  E AH).

Let  Y be. a minimal nonradical right [left] ideal of E.    Then there exists a non-

left [right]-zero-divisor  n in   Y with  n £ Y n }(E) and  Y O /(£) = rrY  [= 777].

Proof.   First suppose that   Y  is a minimal nonradical right ideal of E.   By

(3.6) there exist h £ H and B Ç AA such that AA = \h\ © B and   Y = P£(S).   Denote

by  77 the R-endomorphism of AA  in   Y defined by hn = ph and   Bzr= 0.   Let  cp £

Y D }(E).   Then it follows from (3.7) and (3.9) that  cf) £ A£(pH).   Therefore, there

exists y £ H such that  hep = py.    If now  ß is the R-endomorphism defined by

hß = y and  Bß = 0, then  ß £ Y and hnß = hep, so that  cf = 77/3.   Accordingly,

Y C\ J(E) C 77V.    It is a consequence of (3-9) that  77 £ ](E), and therefore the

opposite inclusion also holds.   Thus,   Y C\ ](E) = 77Y.

Next we show that   77 is not a left-zero-divisor in   Y.   Suppose that  a £ Y and

77a = 0.   Then  0= ¿77a = pha implies that ha = 0, since   AA  is torsion-free.   To-

gether with  Ba = 0 this yields   a = 0, which establishes the proposition in the

in the right ideal case.

Now suppose that  X  is a minimal nonradical left ideal of  E.   By (3-6),   AA =

Sg! ffi A  for some  g £ H and A C H   with  X = A£({g!).    Let  co £ E be defined by

gco = pg and Aco = 0.   Then  co £ X, and it follows from (3-9) that  co £ /(£).   There-

fore, Xoj C X n ¡(E).   To prove the opposite inclusion, pick any y £ X n /(E).

By (3.7) and (3.9), y e A£(pH).   Moreover, by (3.2), we can write   AA = \x\ © X(y) for

suitable x e AA.   Then xy= prg for some r £ R.   Note that for every r £ R there is one

only one  r' £ R such that pr = r' p.   So 1er r e x be defined by xr= r'g and  K(y)r= 0.

Then

xy = Prg = r'pg = r'gw = xrw,        K(y)y = 0 = K(y)rco.

Consequently, y = reo, so that  X n /(E) C Xco.   Hence  Xoj = X O /(E).

To complete the proof we must show that oj  is not a right-zero-divisor in  X.

So suppose that  À e X  and  Xco = 0.   If  AAÀ were different from zero, then  AAÀ
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would equal some  pn{g\, so that

0 = HXco = pn\g\co = pn + 1\g\,

which is a contradiction.   Accordingly, HX = 0.   Hence  X = 0, as required.

(3.12) Lemma.  Let H = A © B with A ¿ 0 ¿ B.   Suppose that M  is a mini-

mal nonradical right ideal of ERiH).   Then

m = [md MA)] © ÍM n MB)] = AM(A) © AM(B),

where A^U) ¿ 0 zzW AM(ß) ¡= 0.

Proof.  By (3.6) there exist  h £ H and  GCH such that  H = \h\ © G and

zM = P(G).   The lemma follows from

HomRi\h\, A©B) = HomR({¿!, A) © HomR(i¿¡, B).

(3.13) Lemma.   Let E  be a subring of ERiH) which contains a minimal non-

radical right ideal M  of E AH).   Suppose further that  L   is a left ideal of E.

Then HL  is a submodule of H.

Proof.   By (3.6), M = PiG) where  H = \h\ © G.   Let  a = xAj   and   b = yA2

with X, , X    £ L.   We have to show that there exists  À, e L and   c £ H such that

a + b = cA,.   Define the R-endomorphisms a and ß of H by  ha = x,  Ga = 0 = G/3

and  ¿»/S = y.   Then a, /S e M C E  and

a + b = xAj + xA2 = ha\l + hßX2 = hiaX^ + ßX2).

Hence   c = h and  À   = aX. + ßX  .   Furthermore, if zX £ HL and  r e R  then

clearly  r(zA) = (rz)A 6 HL.

(3.14) Lemma.   Let  E  be a subring of E AH) which contains a minimal non-

radical right ideal M  of EAH).    Then HA£iS) = S for every submodule  S of H.

Proof.  By (3.6), H = \h\ © G with M = PiG).   Clearly  HARiS) C S.   Con-

versely, it s £ S then there exists a £ M C E such that s = ¿><x   Then a £ A£(S)

shows that 5 C HARiS), which finishes the proof.

We shall say that a left ideal  L  of a ring   K has a complement in   K if there

is a left ideal  Q  in   K such that   K is the direct sum of  L and  Q.

(3.15) Proposition.   Lei  E   be a subring of ERiH) which contains  EQiH).

Let M  be a minimal nonradical  right ideal of E.   If L  is a left ideal of the ring

M such that  0°°=, [iR£(L)]z   is radical then L cannot have a nonzero complement

in M.
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Proof.  By (3.6), H = \h\ © G with zM = P(G).   Clearly AAM = AA.   Suppose

that  M = Lj © L2, where  Lj  and  L2  are left ideals of  M.   Then AA = AAM =

H(Ll © L2)C AALt + HL2.   Hence  AA = AALj + AAL.,.   By (3-13), AALt  and  AAL2 are

submodules of AA.   Their sum must be direct, because  hX   = hX    with X    £ L

and X2 £ L2 implies  Aj = X2 = 0.   By (1.6), Sf?(L1) = P^HLJ.   If now  AAL.,

were different from zero, then, by (1.1), it would have nonzero cyclic direct sum-

mands of  AA; and consequently   E  would contain minimal idempotents annihilating

AALj.    Therefore,  if f\^-lj(E(Ll)1  is  radical,  then   AAL2  = 0,  so that   L    =0.

This completes the proof.

(3-16) Proposition. Let E be a subring of E„(H) which contains EAH).

Suppose that L is a left ideal and M a right ideal of E. If L /= 0 and M / 0,

then L O ZM / 0.

Proof.  Let 0 / X £ L and   0 / a £ M.   Then there exist  x, y £ H such that

xa/ 0 /= yX.   Let ¿(xa) = n.   By (3.1), there exists  cp £ E with (xa)cp = p"y.

Then

0 ¿ p"(yÀ) = (p"y)À = ((xa,c/j)À = x(ac/>À)

shows that  oxpX / 0.   But OcpX £ L f- M, and so all is proved.

After collecting three further preparatory lemmas, we are ready for the ring-

theoretical characterization of the rings between  E AH) and  ER(H).

Let a be a minimal idempotent of  ER(H).   Then by (3-3), AAct has rank one.

Consequently, AAct is complete in its />-adic topology.   Since ctER(H)a = ER(Ho),

we therefore obtain from (2.3)

(3.17) Proposition.   Let E   be a subring of E„(H) which contains  EQ(H).

Let a be a minimal idempotent of E.    Then the ring oEo is Hausdorff and com-

plete in its J-adic topology.

(3.18) Lemma.   Let  E  be an abstract ring with l\°° = . ](E)" = 0.   Let  K  be

a minimal nonradical right ideal of E.   Suppose that there exists a nonnilpotent

element  p  in  K O /(E) such that  K D /(E) = pK.    Then  K = eE, where  e2 = e £ E.

If, in addition,  p  is not a lefl-zero-divisor in  K, and if there exists an element

q  in Ee H /(E)  such that  Ee C\ ](E) = Eeq, then eEe   is a discrete valuation

ring with ](eEe) = peEe = eEep.

Proof.  If k2 £ K Pi /(E) for all   k £ K, then   K + J(E)/](E) would be nil and

consqeuently, K C /(E).   Therefore, we can find an element  k £ K such that

k2 i ](E).   The minimality of   K  implies   K = kK = kE = k2E.

Now consider S = !</> £ K\ kef, £ J(E)\.   Then 5  is a right ideal of E.   If S

were not contained in  /(E), then  S = AC, by the minimality of   K.   This, however,

would imply   k2 £ J(E) and violate our choice of  k.   Therefore, if for some  a £ K
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we have   ka £ /(E), then  a e /(E).   Among other things, this implies k[K D /(E)]"

= [K O /(E)]"  for all  n>l.   Note that our hypothesis implies immediately that

[K n /(E)]" = p"K fot all  22 > 1.   Also, we obtain from C\™=lJiE)n = 0  that every

nonzero element a of  K has a representation of the from  a= fma'  with a' ft

/(E) and  ?22 > 0.

Next we consider  j{  (k), the right annihilator of  k in   K.   We wish to show

that % (k) = 0.   So let 0 ¡= a e iRKU).   Then a e S, hence a e /(E).   Write a =

pma'  with a'  ¿/(E) and  722 >1.   Then a'   e SK(/epm).   If the right ideal

j\„(/s/y") were not radical, then it would be all of   K, so that

0 = kpmK = k[Kn JiE)]m = [Kn JiE)]m

would imply  pm = 0, which is impossible.   Hence  ÂK(kpm) C /(E), so that  a' £

JÍE), which is likewise a contradiction.   It follows that  5\„(zs) = 0.

The wanted idempotent generator for   K is now easily found.   Since   kK = K,

there exists a nonzero element   e £ K such that   ke = k.   Then  e    - e £ 9\K(/e),

hence   e = e  .   Clearly  e / /(E).   Since   K is minimal nonradical, we obtain  K =

eE.

Now  eEe  is a ring with identity  e.   By (3.5), eEe/JieEe) is a division

ring.   Moreover,

jieEe) = eEe n /(E) = eE D Ee n j(E)

is true in any ring  E.   Next assume that  Ee  H/(E) = Eecj.   Then

[eE n /(E)] nEe = peE C\Ee = peEe

and

[Ee n /(E)] n e£ = Eeq n eE = eEeq.

Hence, j(eEe) = peEe = eEeq.   Therefore, we can find ß £ eEe such that  pe =

ßq.   Suppose that ß £ j(eEe).   Then ß - py with y £ eEe.   Assuming that  p

is not a left-zero-divisor in  eE, the equation  pe = pyq implies that  e = yq.

But  yq £ /(E).   This contradicts the fact that the Jacobson radical contains no

nonzero idempotents.   It follows that  ß ¿ JieEe).   Since  eEe  is a local ring, ß

must be a unit in  eEe.   Therefore, eEep = eEeßq = eEeq.   Thus,   JieEe) =

peEe = eEep.   We know that  p is not nilpotent.   Finally, observe that

H J(eEeY = H [eEe n JiE)]' Ç  f| J(E)' = 0.
Z=l 7=1 2=1

Therefore, we see from our definition in § 1 that  eEe  is a discrete valuation

ring, and now the proof is complete.

Next we show how we can recapture   H from its endomorphism ring.   Note

that zjE  is a minimal nonradical right ideal of  E.
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(3.19) Proposition.   Let  E   be a subring of ER(H) which contains  EAH).

Suppose that a is a minimal idempotent of E.   Then the R-module  H  is isomor-

phic with the oEo-module oE.

Proof.  By (3.3), we have  AA = AAct © K(a), where  AAct = Rx has rank one.   To

every  r £ R  there is one and only one   R-endomorphism  r^ = or  a of  AA with the

properties xr^ = rx and   K(o)r^ = 0.   And to every element  h £ H there exists

one and only one R-endomorphism  ¿    = oh^   of  AA with the properties  xh^ = h

and   K(o)h^ =0.   It is easy to check that <f effects the required isomorphism.

(3.20) Theorem.   Let  E  be an abstract ring with Jacobson radical ](E).

Then there exists a complete discrete valuation ring  R  and a reduced torsion-

free R-module  H such that E   is isomorphic to a subring of E„(H) containing

E AH)  if and only if the following conditions hold:

(d n".j/tev-'o.
(2) E  contains minimal nonradical right ideals.

(3) If M is a minimal nonradical right [left] ideal of E, then there exists a

non-left [right]-zero-divisor in M  such that p £ M C\ J(E)  and M f~) /(E) = pM

[resp. M n/(£) = Mp].

(4) Let M be a minimal nonradical right ideal of E. If L is a left ideal of

the ring M such that its right annihilator in E satisfies (\°°_ ÂAL)2 = 0, then

L  cannot have a nonzero complement in M.

(5) Let  L  be a left ideal and K a right ideal of E.   If L / 0 and  K / 0,

then L n K/0.

(6) If e is a minimal idempotent in E, then the ring eEe is complete in its

J-adic topology.

Remark.  We note that in (3) we require the validity of both statements regard

ing minimal nonradical right and left ideals.

Proof.  The necessity of (1) follows from (2.2), and the necessity of (2)

follows from (1.1) and (3.6).   Condition (3) is necessary by virtue of (3.11), and

condition (4) by virtue of (3.15).    Finally (3.16) shows the necessity of (5), while

(6) is necessary because of (3.17).

Now assume that  E  satisfies (1)—(6).   By (2) there exists a minimal non-

radical right ideal  H  of  E.   It follows from (1) and (3) together with (3.18) that

AA = eE, where   e    = e £ E.   Then by (3.5), Ee  is a minimal nonradical left ideal.

Therefore (3) together with (3.18) implies that  R = eEe  is a discrete valuation

ring with  p = epe as a two-sided generator of its Jacobson radical.   Moreover,

by (6), R  is complete since  e  must necessarily be a minimal idempotent.   Note

that  AA  is a left R-module.   It follows from (3) that 0 is the only element of  AA
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which is annihilated on the left by  p.   In addition, we obtain from (1) that

(1°0 = 1 pnH = 0.   Thus, H is torsion-free and reduced as an R-module.   The right

annihilator 5\(/7) of H is a two-sided ideal of E.   Since e is a left identity on H, we

must have fR(W) n H = 0.  Therefore (5) implies that 3((H) = 0, so that H is a faithful

right E-module.   This enables us to identify   E with a subring of the R-endomor-

phism ring  ER(H) of the left R-module   H.   In the following we shall use the

operators  A and   P as defined in §1.

We wish to show that  E contains all finite R-endomorphisms of  H.   Because

of (1.2) and (3.2) it is  only necessary to show that to each decomposition  H =

\h\ © G and each x £ H there exists an R-endomorphism in E which maps  h onto

x and annihilates   G.   To this end we first observe that the minimal nonradical

right ideal  eE of  E is actually a minimal nonradical right ideal in the ring

E AH).   This is an immediate consequence of (3.6), because we have   H - eE =

eEe © eE(l - e) and   eEe = R, where   eE(l — e)  is the set of elements  y - ye

with y e eE, so that  eE  is exactly the set of all R-endomorphisms of  H -

\e\ © Hil — e) which annihilate the direct summand  H(l - e) of corank 1.   There-

fore, it follows from (3.12) that  M = AM([h\) © AM(G) and AM(\h\) / 0 / AM(G).

This means that A,.(ie¡)  and  A,,(G) are complementary left ideals of the ring

M.   Hence by (4), the right annihilator Q = %Ei(AM(G)] satisfies   n°°=1 Q' / 0.

By (3,14), we have  HAM(G) = G.   Therefore, we obtain Q = P£(G) from (1.6).

Now  HQ C pH, fot otherwise  H( f*|~=1Q1') Ç f|°°=1 p'H = 0 would imply  f)7=, Q¿

= 0, and this, as we have seen, is impossible.   But  pH = H n /(E).   Therefore,

HQ = hQ  is a nonradical right ideal contained in  H.   Then the minimality of H

implies  hQ = H and the theorem is proved.

We conclude this section with the following structure theorem which

establishes the uniqueness of the module  H in (3.20).   If R  is the set of rational

numbers which can be written as fractions prime to a prime  p, then there exist

nonisomorphic reduced torsion-free P-modules having isomorphic endomorphism

rings.   For complete  R, however, the world is much better:

(3.21)   Theorem.   Let H, H    be reduced torsion-free modules over complete

discrete valuation rings  R, R'   respectively.   Let E, E    be subrings of ER(H),

ERliH')  respectively which contain EAH), EAH')  respectively.   If now  E  is

isomorphic to E, then H  is isomorphic to H .

Proof.  Under a ring isomorphism minimal idempotents are mapped onto mini-

mal idempotents.   Therefore, the assertion follows from (3.19).

4.   The finite topology.  In this section we shall characterize the rings  ER(H).

In view of (3.20), all we have to do is this:   if  E  is a subring of  ER(H) which

contains   EAH), then find a property of  E which is characteristic for the particular
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case E = ER(H). For complete modules AA we could solve this problem by re-

quiring the existence of an identity element and a certain condition on the left

annihilators in E (see [4, Theorem 9.2]). Unfortunately, this method does not

work if we drop the hypothesis that AA be complete. The only solution we can

offer is a topological one:   completeness of  E in its finite topology.

Definition.  Let   E  be a subring of  ER(H).   Then the family  PF(F) =

[a £ E| Ea = 0!, where   F runs over all finite subsets of AA, constitutes a neigh-

borhood basis at  0 for a topology on  E which we call the finite topology.

Clearly the finite topology on  E  is Hausdorff.   And the simple fact  PE(F) =

E O P(F) shows that the finite topology on  E  is the same as the relative topology

induced by the finite topology of  ER(H).   For our purpose we need an abstract

definition of the finite topology on  E, without referring to the underlying module.

Again we assume that  E  is a subring of  ER(H) which contains   EAH).   Let

E  be a finite subset of  H.   Then the purification

|F|* = \h £ H\ rh e\F\ tot some  r ¿ 0  in  R!

has finite rank and is therefore, by (1.3), a direct summand of  AA.   It readily

follows that  Pe(|F!*)= Pe(F).   Now let a be a projection of AA onto [F!*.   Then

a £ E0(H) C E.   Moreover, applying (1.6), PE(|E!*) = PE(Ho) = %E(o).   Hence,

every   PE(F) is the right annihilator in  E  of a finite subset of  EQ(H). Conversely,

let   T be a finite subset of  EAH).   Then the submodule  |AAT! generated by  AAT

has finite rank, hence is free by (1.2), and can therefore be generated by a

finite subset  E of AA.   It follows from (1.6) that SR£(T) = P R(HT) = PE(\HT\) =

Pe(F).   Accordingly, we obtain

(4.1)   Proposition.   Let E   be a subring of ER(H) which contains  E AH).

Then the finite topology on E  coincides with the topology on E  obtained by

taking the right annihilators in E  of the finite subsets of EQ(H) as a neighbor-

hood system of 0.

Remark.  The reader will observe that the finite topology on  E  can also be

defined by choosing the right annihilators of the finite idempotents of  E  as a

neighborhood basis at  0.   Pierce did that in [6] for the endomorphism rings of

z>-groups without elements of infinite height.

(4.1) and (3.7) suggest the following abstract definition of the finite topology

on an arbitrary ring.   If a ring is without minimal nonradical right ideals, then

we define the sum of its minimal nonradical right ideals to be the zero ideal.

Definition. Let E be an abstract ring and EQ the sum of all its minimal

nonradical right ideals. Let qS(Eq) be the family of all finite subsets of EQ.

Then the family  ÍÍKE(S)| S £ <t(E0)!  constitutes a neighborhood basis at  0 for a
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topology on  E which we call the finite topology.

(4.2) Lemma. EAH) is complete in its finite topology [3, Lemma 3.3, p- 252].

(4.3) Lemma.  EQiH)  is dense in ERiH) in the finite topology.

Proof.  Let  a e ERiH) and let  S  be a finite subset of  H.   We must show that

EQiH) n [a + PiS)] is not empty.   By (1.5) we can embed  S into a direct summand

F of finite rank.   Let  a be a projection of  H onto  F.   Then   I - a £ P(S) and,

therefore,(1 - a)a e P(S), since  P(S) is a right ideal.   But rja = a - (l - a)a £

E0(H).

(4.4) Corollary.   Let  E  be a subring of ER(H) which contains  EAH).   Sup-

pose that E  is complete in its finite topology.    Then E = ER(H).

By combining   (3.20) with (4.2) and (4.4) we arrive at the following ring-

theoretical characterization of  E„(H).

(4.5) Theorem. Let   E   be an arbitrary ring.   Then there   exists  a  complete

discrete valuation ring  R  and a reduced torsion-free R-module  H such that E

is isomorphic to the ring of all R-endomorphisms of H  if and only if E  satisfies

conditions (1)—(6) of (3.20) and is complete in its finite topology.

5.   The /-finite topology.  The subject of this final section will be a charac-

terization of ER(H) for complete  H.

Let  E  be a subring of  ER(H).   If  F, G are subsets of  H, then define

AE(F, G) = {a e E\ Fa Ç G\.

If  G  is fully invariant, then AF(F, G)  is a right ideal of  E.

Definition.  Let  $(W) be the family of all finite subsets of  H.   Then the

family  [AE(F, p'H)\ F £ $(/í),  i = 0, 1,2, ■ ■ ■} constitutes a neighborhood basis

at 0  for a topology on  E which we call the  /-finite topology.

We will use the notation  jcf.|  i £ D\, where  D  is a directed set, to denote a

net in E.   The /-finite topology on E is the relative topology induced by the

/-finite topology on  ERiH).   It is Hausdorff since (~\x'-.lplH = 0.   Moreover,

endowing  H with its p-'adic topology, we see that the /-finite topology is that

of pointwise convergence on  H.   Therefore, a net  \¿j.\ i £ D\  in  ERiH) converges

to ¿j if and only if  \x¿; .\ i £ D\ converges to xif for each x £ H.

(5.1)   Lemma.   E AH)  is complete in its J-finite topology if and only if H

is complete in its p-adic topology.

Proof. Assume that ER(/f) is complete in its /-finite topology.   Let [bj

be a Cauchy sequence in  H.   We know that  H has cyclic direct summands.   So
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write   H = SA?! © G and define R-endomorphisms  a. by  ha. = h. and  Ga. = 0.r i'ii i

Then  [ex.! is a Cauchy sequence in the /-finite topology of  ER(H).   Let  a =

lima..   Sequential convergence in  ER(H) is equivalent to pointwise convergence.

Therefore, lim h. = lim(ia.) = ha.' 2 i

Conversely, assume that   H  is complete.   Let  [cf. | i £ D\ be a Cauchy net in

ER(H) and pick g £ H.   Then  !gçf| i £ D\ is a Cauchy net in the />-adic topology

of AA.   Let  x    = lim(gcf.).   Define   gef = x    £ AA.    It is easy to verify that  çf is a

well-defined R-endomorphism of  H.   Hence  [çf| i £ D\ converges pointwise to cf.

Therefore, ER(H) is complete in its /-finite topology.

(5.2)  Lemma.   EAH)  is dense in ER(H)  in the J-finite topology.

Proof.  The /-finite topology of  E„(H) is coarser than the finite topology:

P(S) = n°° = 1A(S, p'H).   Therefore, the assertion follows from (4.3)-

(5-3)   Corollary.   Let  E  be a subring of ER(H) which contains  E AH).   Sup-

pose that E  is complete in its /-finite topology.   Then E = E„(H), and H  is

complete in its p-adic topology.

Let us now show how the /-finite topology can be defined on  ER(H) with-

out referring to  H.   To this end, let   E be again a subring of  E„(H) which contains

EAH).   Assume that  S = \s., • • ■ , s   !  is a finite subset of  H.   Also choose a

decomposition  H = \h\ © G  of  H.   For  /'= 1, >••».« define   R-endomorphisms  a.

of AA by  ha. = s . and  Ga. = 0.   Let Y = \a.\ j = 1, • • • , n\.   Then Y C EQ(H) and

5 = HT.   Hence, Sa C p'H implies   HYaC p'H.   Thus

AE(5, p'H) = i a £ E\ Ya Ç Agíp'fí)!.

But  Ta C EAH) tot all  a £ E, since   EQ(H) is a right ideal.   Therefore, we see

from (3-9) that

AE(S, plH) = [a £ E\ Ya Ç /(E)1'}.

Conversely, let 8 be a finite subset of E Q(H).   Consider N = \a £ E\ QaC ](E)'}.

It is an immediate consequence of (3.9) that  N = AE(\H8l, p'H).   But the sub-

module  [Hö! has finite rank and is therefore free, by (1.2).   Hence, it can be

generated by a finite subset   F  of  AA.   Now obviously   ZV = A£(E, p'H).   Accord-

ingly we have proved

(5.4)   Proposition.  Let E  be a subring of ER(H) which contains EQ(H).

Let <b(E0)  be the family of all finite subsets of EQ(H).   For each Y £ $(E0) and

each integer i > 0  define  N(Y, i) = \a £ E\ YaC ](E)'\.   Then the j-finite topol-

ogy on E coincides with the topology obtained by taking the family \N(Y, i)\

Y £ $(E0), z > OS as a neighborhood basis at zero.
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(5.4) and (3.7) now suggest the following abstract definition of the /-finite

topology on an arbitrary ring.

Definition.  Let  E  be an arbitrary ring and  £Q  the sum of all its minimal

nonradical right ideals.   Let  3>(£0)  be the family of all finite subsets of  EQ.

For each F £ 0(EQ) and each   i > 0 define  Mr, i) = \a £ E\ To. C J(E)'\.   The

family  \N(T, i)\ V e<í>(E0),   i > Oi  constitutes a neighborhood basis at  0  for a

topology on  E which we call the /-finite topology.

We now obtain the following characterization of  E AH) for complete   H by

combining (3.20) with (5.2) and (5.3).

(5.5) Theorem.   Let  E  be an arbitrary ring.   Then there exists a complete

discrete valuation ring R and a reduced complete torsion-free R-module  H such

that E   is isomorphic to the ring of all R-endomorphisms of H  if and only if E

satisfies conditions (1)—(5) of (3.20) and is complete in its J-finite topology.

Remark.  The reader will notice that in (5.5) we dropped condition (6) of (3.20).

The purpose of requiring (6) in (3.20) was to guarantee completeness in the /-

adic topology of the discrete valuation ring  eEe, where   eE   was a minimal non-

radical right ideal  (e    = e).   It is easy to verify that in (5.5) this is a consequence

of the completeness of  E with respect to its /-finite topology.
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